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The Limitation of School of Architecture
School of Architecture is incapible of  building individual’s Cultural accumulation

“The roots of our understanding of architecture lie in our childhood, in our youth; 
they lie in our biography. Students have to learn to work consciously with their per-
sonal biographical experiences of architecture. Their allotted tasks are devised to set 
this process in motion.”

- Peter Zumthor1

If the ideal architect is someone knowing both technique and culture, integrate them 

into design process. Then we must believe that school has limits. Charles W. Moore 

stated the point of having a school of architecture in the university – for a set of 

values for whose establishment the university can set the stage and for an under-

standing of the society, as well as for the imputation of moral significance which will 

enlist the attention of intelligent people as no set of techniques devoid of this sig-

nificance can do. From a real education then, in a university, we might hope it would 

come about that the point of view that marshals these disparate pieces that we’ve 

been talking about into order, and from that into art, would be more than a naive and 

thoughtless personal one but would belong to the architect as the knowing, thought-

ful, responsible agent of society.2 Therefore, it is understandable, often the best 

students is slightly disconnected to the school, but more engaged with the city, the 

libraries, the museums and a wider experience. At the moment, judge from the above 

view of architectural education, A-Building is a fully closure. The solidity discourages 

connections between the classrooms and the city. I must argue that to regain such a 

connection, the addition must blend itself into the city and open the classrooms to 

the outside.

Two Ways of Learning Architecture
Thinking in a imaginative way of the relation between learning and studo space

“Desire is a wish founded on lack. It is quite interesting in translation terms, that the 
English words ‘I want’ mean not only ‘I wish for’, but mean I lack. We have to imagine 
that desire is always posing the question of what is missing. And as human beings, I 



would argue, we are beings who are missing something. That is what makes us a human be-
ing, not that we are like little Gods, for there is something missing.”

- Mark Cousines3

Speaking of my observation, there are two ways of learning in an architectural school. One 

way is to learn directly from teachers. Another way is to learn from exchange with other 

students. The second way of learning requires one’s own intuitive. If one has no desire and 

passion, then this would be impossible. Speaking of desire, when I feel great about myself, 

I also feel the danger. Because the good feelings simply kill my desires of continuing chase 

excellence. However, once I have seemed some great works from other students or other 

schools, I felt determined to learn more. At the same time, I would try to thinking about the 

weakness in my works. As Bernard Tschumi suggested organizing the program in an imagi-

native way, I would like to make the form to courage the learning from exchange with other 

students.4

School Architecture Is Weak and Everyday
A “loose-fit” relationship between events and form is essential

“…not making architecture from an overall order but from the relationships between each of 
the parts, and as a result, an order an be made that incorporates uncertainty or disorder”

- Sou Fujimoto5

At the same, I would like to take a skeptical attitude towards the idea that building could 

change the architectural education rapidly. We human could not always follow the expec-

tation. Architecture could not program us. Therefore, in such a way, architecture could do 

very little. In other words, sometimes architecture should maintain a distant reciprocity 

between form and its purposed activity. If we look at the A-building, it is a mess. But one 

won’t be offended if there are random objects carelessly lying all over the floor. Because, 

instead of the sublime and beautiful, this space is low common and everyday. It is not an 

enemy to everyday working. I would like to continue and poeticized this quality of every-

dayness in the addition.
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